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National security involves protection of both the physical integrity and
the autonomy of nations. The term regional security is commonly used to
refer to two different eoneerns: national seeurity pursued in a framework
of regional cooperation, and security of the region- in terms of physical
safety" and freeldom from external coereion. Most of the regional security
arradgements that have been established or attemqted in the developing
world have been primarily concerned with the first of these.

An arrangement that buys physical safety at the price of autonomy carl
scarcely fe said to preserve security. This logic provides grounds for ex-
cluding from the category of regional security arrangements those arrange-
ments lftat are the cieation of one of the superpowers or that are imposed
on the countries of a region by a strong power from within or outside the
region. Rather, the kind of regional security arrangements with which the
ICISI is eoncerned are those initiated and freely entered by the nations of
a region for their mutual protection and benefit. Normally, such arrang'e-
ments are also efforts to enhance the regionts autonomy, even though the
region may faII within the traditional sphere of influenee of a major external
power.

One further distinction needs to be made. A regional security arrange-
ment is not necessarily a regional seburity organization. In fact, some of
the most promising arrangements (though not necessarily the most success-
ful) have taken ptace outside the framework of a. security organization,
either as ad hoc efforts such as the Contadora process and the 1978

negotiations-on Testraint in conventional armament in Latin Ameriea, or
within the context of organizations such as ASEAN and the Gulf Cooperation
Council which are formally dedicated to other objeetives.

The formation and functioning of regional security arrangements must
respond, in each instance, to the speeific characteristics of the region and
the problems faeing it. Nonetheless , there are some generalizations to be
made about the prerequisites for a workable arrangement.

First, there must be a shared perception of threat, and a sense that
the level of threat is beyond the defensive capacity of the single st_ate act-
ing alone. The pereeived danger may not be a looming military challenge but
rafher a longer-ierm strategic, political or even economic one. The source
of threat may Ue external,-from other powers operating in the region. It
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may also arise from a form of internal instability widely shared or feared

"*o.rg 
the participating countries. The spill-over effects of instability

c"u"""d by einnic 
-contJntion, religious fanaticism or ideologically inspired

struggles- for power that are centlred in one country may undermine the
secui;ity of ndigttuu"ing countries. Whatever the nature of the danger,
regionat securit! arranfements assume that it threatens losses greater ,tn"q
th; gains to b; had fiom pursuing intra-regional eonflicts at the risk of
weakening the region as a whole"

Second, the states involved in a regional seeurity arrang:ement _must
evince a general desire for peaceful relations among themselves and for
greater refronat autonomy. They must have a common perception of shared
nationat interests and a degree 

- of consensus on the basic analysis of the
regionts problems.

Regional security arrangements are given impetus _by _forms of affinity
among tle participating states that give them .a sense of solidarity and com-
mon purpose. tfris ri'ay be based on historical experience, ethnic or lin-
guistic aifinity, eeonomic interdependenee, or some other such factor.

No matter how eondueive eonditions within a region are, the effective
functioning of a regional security arrangement also requires a favorable
constellati5n of exteinat power relationships. The overt hostility of a domi-
nant power ean undermine all attempts at collective action to restore or
maintdin peace, as experience in Central America arid Southern Africa has
shown. tnis is a real and growing problem, particularly as the.nuclear
stalemate between the superpowerJ fras tended to shift the arena of
East-West competition to the tfrira World. The mutual interpenetration by
the superpowers of each otherts traditional spheres of influence has raised
the sfates in many regional eonfiicts to the point where external
involvement may obitruct- any impulse toward aceommodation within the
region.

The existenee of armed confliet within or bordering on a region is an

obvious threat to the seeurity of countries in the vicinity, threatening to
draw them directly into hostiiities. Such confliets are also a threat to the
cohesion of regional security arrangements, since the various countries of
the region are bound to have diver*gent attitudes toward the conflict. This
is demonstrated by the strains the K-ampuchean war puts -on ASEAN, as well
as by the cha1l"nge the Afghan war poles to the newly formed South Asian
Association for Regional Cooperation. Regional security organizations have a

ri*o"g self-interes"t in colleitive efforts to contribute to the resolution of
prolonged eonflicts in their neighborhoods.

Sinee the ICDSI met jointly with the Brandt Commission in Rome in
January, 1984, the t1nited Nations University has initiated a study on-the
relationship between security and development in the Third world. This
study sfroutO Ue compfeted in 1986. tne itudy includes, at^the request o_f

this Commission, fodr regional ease studies dealing with Africa (the OAU

membership), doutheast Asia (the ASEAN countries), Latin America
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(regional arms control initiatives) and the Gulf (the members of the Gulf
Cooperation Council).

Reports of three of these case studies were cireulated and diseussed at
the ICDSI meeting in January 1986. The Gulf case study is still in prepa-
ration. The ongoing UNU study of which these papers are a part does not
deat with regional security in isolation, but with the complex interaction be-
tween securily and development concerns. Nonetheless, this introduction
draws heavily- on the implications of these case studies, though it draws its
own conclusions which inevitably differ somewhat from those of the authors
of the case studies.

Dr. Augustine Mahigats paper on security and development in Africa
demonstrates that there is not always strength in diversity. The members
of the OAU have some important things in common. Most have come to
independenee very recently after a debilitating period of c-olonialism. Most
are very poor countries struggling with simultaneous efforts of nation-
building- and economic development in an extremely unfavorable internationai
environment. Most are internally diverse as a result of the heritage of
arbitrarily drawn boundaries. They are united in their opposition to South
Africa ana in their formal dedication to a distant and diverse dream of
African unity.

However, the basic conditions of affinity, shared analysis of problems
and common perception of threat are not in plaee.' Nor is there strong
leadership wi[frin the OAU to rally the members around a shared vision of
an autonomous African future.

The cost of lack of cohesion has been high. The OAU has been un-
able, in reeent year, to perform arl effeetive peace-making or peace-keeping
role in situations such as Chad and Uganda. Order has been restored only
with the participation of external powers. In both Chad and Uganda, ex-
ternal involvement included the former colonial power' among others.

The agenda of the OAU has included the most contentious issues on
the contin6nt, leading for example to the threatened split of the-
organization over the Western Sahara issue and the aetual withdrawal of
Moiocco. The members have in such instances been unable to agree to
disagree and leave aside those issues on which no progress can be made
collectively.

Explicit security agreements among the members of ASEAN are bilater-
al, yet 1t would be incomect to charaeterize ASEAN as an organization that
does not deal with security issues. A fundamental part of the eonsensus on
whieh ASEAN is built is that the most serious threats to national security in
the region were internal, and that the surest way to counter them was
througfi eeonomic development and nationat integration. Thus, economic,
social and cultural co-operation among the member states was seen as serv-
ing security objeetives more effectively than miiitary co-operation could.
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The consolidation of communist rule throughout Indochina after 1975

changed the preoccupations of ASEAN, though in competition with the com-
muniit stateJ ASEANTs eeonomic and social achievements were still reeog-
nized as its strongest advantage" ASEAN has achieved its greatest co-
hesion and its strongest colleetive aetion in the aftermath of the Vietnamese
invasion of Kampuchea in 19?8-- which was seen by ASEAN members as a

clear and unequivocal threat to their security, especially after Vietnamese
incursions into member-state Thailand. But the eollective aetions of ASEAN
have taken plaee in the political rather than the military arena. The
ASEAN dipiomatic effort has been effective in denying the Vietnamese a
poiitieal fait aceompli in Kampuehea,, though it is Chinese and Ameriean mili-
tary migfi-tE?6@-eo-operation with Thailand that kercps the Kampuehean
resistance in the war. Nonetheless, ASEAN has eontinued to insist that
foreign involvement in the region-- ineluding llre presenee of foreign
baseJ-- should be temporary. It persists in the effort to develop Southeast
Asia as a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality.

While the Kampuchean eonflict has strengthened the eohesion of
ASEAN, Dr. Kusuma Snitwongse and Mr. Lim Joo-Jock point out in their
paper that prolongation of the confliet may well endanger that cohesion
eventually. Long-run perceptions of threat do vary sharply among the
members of ASEAN. Indonesia and Malaysia traditionally have been more
coneerned about Chinese than Vietnamese intentions, and see Vietnam as a
possible buffer against China.

The desire for closer cooperation with Vietnam may strain the fabric of
ASEAN co-operation as long as the Kampuchean eonflict goes on. Whether
the other common interests of the ASEAN members are strong enough to
overcome this remains to be seen. For while joint discussions on economic
issues with the European Community, Japan, the United States and others
have strengthened ASEANIs position, intra-regional economic co-operation
has taken a baek seat to politieal issues since 1978.

The role of ASEAN in subduing confliet among the members of the
organization has been well demonstrated, from the early eonflicts between
Phltppines and Malaysia over Sabah in the late 1960s to the trouble-free in-
dependenee of Brunei in l-984. The latter might well have become a conten-
tious issue with more than one member trying to assert sovereignty over
the wealthy sultanate. But the habit of non-eonfrontation and consultation
defused the issue of Bruneits independence within the region, and the new
state was immediately welcomed into ASEAN.

If ASEAN illustrates the power of shared goals, analyses and per-
eeptions of threat, Central America illustrates the converse lesson: in the
ab-sence of any of the above, regional security initiatives are unlikely to be
effective-- thbugh in Central Ameriea superpower engagement is so heavy
that the chances of an independent regional initiative being allowed to
flourish are as smali in the future as they have proven to be in the past.
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Dr. Sergio Gonzalez Galvez has given a picture of the great importance
of arms tranifers in increasing the forces of instability in the region, as
well as an account of the painstaking process of trying to fashion a regional
security arrangement to limit the introduction of new generations of
conveniional weapons into Latin America. The negotiations on conventional
weapons that took place in 19?8 were initiated by Mexieo, and involved not
onty Zf eountries of the region, but also, in separate consultations, all the
maj-or external suppliers of weapons to Latin America, including the two su-
perpowers.

The Latin American negotiations were deliberately held outside of the
framework of the Organization of Ameriean States, to avoid rthe participation
of states from outside the region. Thus it was an exercise to increase both
components of security-- safety and autonomy. PoJitieal changes within and
outside of the region prevented the negotiations from proceeding toward a

sueeessful concluiion. - Yet they established some important principles of
negotiation, particularly the process of private eonsultations with ali
interested parties in the region to determine their views of their own
interests ana needs. This prineiple became the cornerstone of the
Contadora process.

The member states of the Gulf Co-operation Council enjoy eonsiderable
affinity based on common eharacteristics. They are generally wealthy,
sparsely populated, and are host to proportionately very large immigrant
pbpulations who live in uneasy eoexistence with local elites. Beyond this_
afflnity, cohesion among the GuIf states is enhanced by the presenee of
strong eommon regional enemies, Iran and Israel. Saudi Arabia, as the
largest nation in the group, has provided strong unquestioned leadership.

The external enviponment in whlch the GCC operates could hardly be
deseribed as conducive to effective regional action. The Couneil operates
in one of the most strategically sensitive and politically super-heated
regions of the world, with two major theatres of eonflict drawing the neigh-
boiing states into turmoil. Yet the members of the GCC are probably-- and
in my view correctiy-- inclined to see the greatest threat to their security
as coming from internal sources. In most of the member states, the immi-
grant population outnumbers the native population. While the great wealth
of tne-region has so far masked the many soeiai problems that arise from
the combination of very rapid social and economic change with traditional
moral values, several violent incidents in the region reveal deep undereur-
rents of discontent. The demands for greater political participation from
the increasingly well-educated non-elites of the region could also present
challenges to current leadership. The impact of the decline of oil wealth on
political stability is another imponderable factor.

Faeed with a security situation of such internal and external complex-
ity, the Gulf states have, like ASEAN , formed ar] organization that began
with strictly non-military forms of eo-operation. In addition to the summit
of the GCC, whieh meets reguiarly, there are aetive committees of the
Council which involve Ministers- of Education, Youth, Culture, and so forth.
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These address the socio-eeonomic problems of instabiiity that are so impor-
tant a part of the security equation in the GuIf.

The GCC has also moved into more conventional seeurity co-operation,
with eonsultations on internal seeurity issues and national defense. So far,
however, disagreements aJnong the members-- notably between Kuwait on
the one hand and Saudi Arabia and Oman on the other-- have prevented
the signing of a comprehensive security agTeement along the lines of the
econogiic a*greernent signed in 1981. They have, however, formed a joint
military foree whieh first held military marleuvers in 1983.

The GCC members, individuatly and collectively, are very mueh a part
of the security system of the West, though they have managed to avoid
direet involvemeni in the East-West confrontation to date. The irony of
operating under the wing of the United States, the areh-ally of the GCCrs
aich-enehy, Israel, is not lost on many critics of the GuIf regimes.

More generaliy, the wisdom of a long-range seeurity policy based so-

heavily on -aUianee with the United States is questionable, leaving the Gulf
states vulnerable to the constraints that American domestie opinion imposes
on US poliey toward the Gulf states. The US and the GCC agree on the
dangers of lranian-exported radicalism, but otherwise the threat pereeptions
of the two differ. The US is preoecupied with possible Soviet ambitions in
the region, whereas the GCC members are more concerned about Israel and
about internal instability. Meanwhile, the arsenal of sophisticated weaponry
that is being accumulated in the region assures that any war that does
break out there in the future wilt be a spectacularly destructive one.

What conclusions, if &r5r, can one draw about regional security co-
operation from these four disparate' regions ? One apparently eounter-
intuitive inference is that organizations that are not set up to deal with
security issues are the most effective security organizations. ASEAN and
the Guif Co-operation Council began cautiously, with the least controversial
issues possible: the desire for greater mutual prosperity in the case of the
former and in both cases the enhancement of co-operation on social and cul-
tural matters. Each organization may be said to hdve had a not-very-we11-
hidden seeurity agenda from the beginning-- especialty the GCC. Yet they
proceeded to build a habit of consultation and coordination through regular
meetings on less volatile issues.

Starting to build regional seeurity co-operation with non-security
issues has i dual rationale. It builds a base of confidence on which securi-
ty issues can be approached at the appropriate time. It also represents. a
valuable investment in its own right, in what might be called the rrsoeial

architeeture of peacett-- the joint projeets and programmes of exchange that
may knit participating socieiies more closely together in a community of
values and purpose.

A second lesson for regional security co-operation is that overly s^trin-
gent tests of cohesiveness should be avoided in the early stages of eo-
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operation. This may require the participants in a regional arrangement de-
liberately to omit the most contentious issues within the region from joint
discussions until there is a reasonably certain expeetation of progress.
The parties direetly concerned must agTee not to use such a hiatus to exac-
erbate the problem at hand, and must allow them to be put on a back
burner whiie the co-operating states work construetively on easier issues.
Then with the gratification of minor successes experieneed, they pa-y-
gradually stretch their eapacity to overeome their differences. The Guif
-o-operation Council, for example, has avoided dealin-g wjth _ the
Arabllsraeli eonfliet beyond blanket statements of support for the PLO.
ASEAN largely ignored the simmering conflict between Malaysia and the
Philippines over Sabah until both sides quietiy dropped the matter as an
active bone of contention. The OAU, by contrast, with its large and
heterogeneous membership and its broad mandate, has had its agenda
overloaded with the most difficuit and sensitive issues, far beyond the
powers of the organization to resolve or mediate.

The temptation for a nascent regional organization to seek the pro-
tection of an external power is a real one and may seem praetical in the
short run. But it places the members of the organization in a position of
very considerable vulnerability. Alliance wit'h a disproportionately powerful
nation exposes the region to the vieissitudes of the domestic policy consid-
erations of the ully, and to the consequences of shifts in the allyrs per-
ceptions of its foreign policy interests. The external power may have as-
sessments of the risks and opportunities within the region that differ
markedly from those of the states of the region themselves.

To court the involvement of a super-power, particularly, in regional
conflicts is to risk losing eontrol over their intensity, duration and terms of
settlement. The involvement of one super-power, moreover, creates a
strong ineentive for opponents of its partners to enlist the adversary- su-
perpower in their own eause. A course of escalating violenee and confron-
tation is thereby set in notion. The reduction of external involvement in
the region should be a major priority for regional organizations; it might
almost be seen as a condition for their independent and effective function-
ing. I

Regional security arrangements can be important instruments for main-
taining international peace and security provided that certain preconditions,
internal and external, are met. But perhaps equally important, they
represent a means of resistance to the encroaehment of external, bi-polar
stiategie eoncerns in regions that have to deal with their own extremely
difficult problems of eonflicting interests in the context of the always con-
tentious process of political, eeonomic and soeial development.


